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Material Adhesives -Ceram~ic - High Temperature

Development Ana Evaluation Study

Abstract

investigation to develop and evaluate ceramic adeives for bonding Metallic
alloys part±Ocularly Am-nlio l7 7 PH stainless steel - at firing temperature
of 14~506F or less wag conducted. Eleven ceramic adhesive frits were formtu-
Jated for the application, and exanmired -for -melting, flow anid strength
character-'.stihs. Tap shear strengths Of 700 psi at room temperature and
900 to 320') psi at 8000P were developed in the 84hesives studied.

Re fe rence: -pratt, D. S., Shoffner, J. E., Turner, H. C.,
"Development and Evaluation of High Temiperature

Cerganic! Adhesives,"' General Dynamic s/Convair
Report MP 59-110, San Diego, California, 29 March
1960. (Reference attached.)
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the present method of bonding stai less steel honeycomb panels brazing-
is expensive ad baa Mae necessary the investigation of other methodS of
bonding. The inorgani ceramic adhesive offers the advantage of potential
lover coot, inertness, lower adhesive weight, lower thermal conductivity,
and the absence of galvardi corosion coupling.

High tierature ceramic adhesives might be developed from one of the foAow-

1. Glass comositiaas

Glass forming materials, i.e., alkalies, alumina, silica, phosphates
and others da be blended to form a multitude of physical properties.

2., Glass CompostionsPu"ea Addtions

The addition of finely powdered metals to glass cozpositions is a
recognized method of imroving the adhesion of glass to metal.

3. Glass Co Istions Plus Recr--y aii ,duCts

The control of the composition, and the rate of cooling can produce
recrystallization products in glass. This new crystal growth would
change the nature of the system into a complex glasa- rystalline
grouping with a higher melting point.

1. lass Comositions Plus Refracto' Additions
Refractory ad=tions, i.e., Al203 , ZrSiO or Zr02 crystalline forma-

tions would resist flowing or shearing at eleated temeratures and
thus increase the tensile shear strength of the adhesive.

This limited invest igation was conducted in the first three possible areas.

OBMIT:

The purpose of Vs test was to develop and evaluate a high temperature
ceramic adhesive for use in metal to meta bondng. Intial bondin would
be made with sheet stck to form a sile lap Joint. The timate goal of
the program was the asembly of honeycomb sandwich specimens suitable for
further testing.

CONCLWSION:

Ceramic adhesiws will produce a lap-shear strength of over 300 psi at 8W0 0 F.

1om temperature -ap shear values are ot ao high as those reached by organic
adhesives. Honeycomb panel bonding was achieved but no testing was done.
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Ceramic adhesives offer a definite advantage in bh temperature bonding.
Being forMed at elevated temperatures, they do nzt burn when resubjected
to elevated temperatures. Air vehicles of tor-orow will be operating at
temperatures requiling ceramic adhesives, Investigation of ceramic ad-
hesive should be continued so that ultimately a material suitable for pro-
duction bonding will be available.

1. It is -recoaended that an attempt be made to duplicate the aluminum
porcelain enamel frit, 810, produced by the Minnesota Minting and
Minufacturing CompAny. Knowing the coposition Of this glass will
help in making modificatios4

2. This glass should be subjected to colloidal grinding to lower the ini-

tial melting temperature.

3. Aditions in controlled sizes should be made Of refractory materials.
These wou.ld offer resistance to the shearing of the adhesive. Addi-
tional study is needed in All phases of this program; wever, rather
than attempt to do everything, the initial study should be made on
the three points listed. Answers from these will point out the next
phase of study.

The material used for the lap shear tensile testing was 1-1/16" x 4-1/4" x
0.031" 17-7 PH stainless steel. The contact area was reduced to a 1.000"
width and the specimens were held so as to produce a lap area of 0.50
square inches with a similar specimen. The details of the lap shear tensile
specimen and its firing holder are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The honeycomb panels were 2" x 2" x 0.500" overall size. The skins were
0.020" and the core was 1/4" hex cell with 0.003" wall thickness. Five
panels were made from 17-7 PH core and skins, and five were from PH 15-7
M' cores and skins.

Sipecimen Cleani - Two common methods of metal cleaning prior to the
Wanding o astoa metal surface are chemical cleann n ad
blasting. To evaluate the effectiveness of these methods, six lap
shear specimens were prepared by each method. The adhesive used was
the 1067-1; the temperature was 1750F and a 50 psi bonding force ap-plied dUring fing. The smples were tested at680OF and 1000F after

somakng 10 minutes at heat before pulling.
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TEST SPECINS ANMW 0CUJE (Continued)

Since chemical cleaning gave the best resu-lts, the remainder of the
specimens were prepared bj this method as shown below:

1. vapor degrease m 3 min.
triachlorethlene degreaser

2. acid etch
76400% water
90.0% nitr c acid c concentrated
4,0% hyd-mofuoric acid- concentrated

i80-2000P. 0.031" -10 min;
0.003" - 3 min.

3. cold running water rinse 10 min

4. alkali solution- i80200P 20-30 pan.
oakite cleaner 91 at 6 oz/ga1

5. cold water rinse - 10 min.

Adhesives - Eleven different ceramic frits were formulated, smelted,
fritted, ground, and studied in the Lietz Heated State microscope along
with a frit formulated by the University of Illinois, and a low melting
glass produced by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. Formla-
tions for frits C-1 through C-lU will be found in Table I. The batch
formulations for these frits and the milling formulas for all adhesives
are also found in Table I.

In the remainder of the report the ceramic adhesive fit is referred to
by C-, the number indicating the sequence in Which the formula was
developed, i.e-, c4 was formulated before C"8. When the frit has been
prepared into an adhesive it is referred to as C-i-i, C-Il-2 a so on.
The second number indicates the prepared adhesive is the first, second,
or later formulation to be made from that particular ceramic frit. The
frit, made by Minnesota _ining and Map=facturing Co., 8102,will be re-
referred to as " V's". This glass was developed by the Minnedota Mining
and Moafacturing Co. for porcelain enamel on aluminum. This frit has
a melting temperature of approximately .100°F and would be close to the
temrture range ultimately desired.

A short explanation of theories contr4Wlng the melting temperature of
glasses is given in the appendix. The techniques discussed were em-
ployed in compo,nng the formulations made for this work.
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TES SPRM2S AND PECEDRES (Continued)

Heated tage MIcro c o !ie S - After fitting and drying each new Iatch-
Of adhesive, a heated stage microscope study was made to learn the thermal
behavior of the adhesive. The frit was d-ry ground in a mortar and pestle
to paSs a 100-mesh screen, (0.0059 ' openings), and mixed with a few drops
Of alcohols The damp frit was hand pressed into a 1/8" cube, dried,
placed On a small piece of 17-7 PH 0.010" foil, and observed through a
15X microscope as the temperature was raised. The temperature was alowed
to rise at 286C per mn, The observations would stop when the adhesive
slumped to a flat shape. The melting temperature referred to in this
report is the temperature required to cause the glass f-rit to pull into
a Sphere. The flowing temperature is that temperature at which the
adhesive sluaps to a low mound, losin all identity as a cube or sphere.
These conditions are shown in Figures 4 an d 5. After cooling, the fused
pellet was examined at 60X magnification for corrosive effect On the
metal. This provided an opportunity to observe any stress cracking
caused by difference in coefficient of expansion.

F4 c !s i TO insure good contact between the ends of the lap shear
specimens, it was necessary to apply a uniform pressure during firing.
None of the existing equipment could be modified. it was necessary to
design and construct a furnace with a means of applying the pressure.
A Sketch of the equipment is shown in Figure 3. BY changing the lever
arm distances ar. the variable weight, it is possible to achieve a wide
range Of pressures on the samplee The current was controlled by a
variable transformer. A chromel-alumel thermocouple, calibrated to ± 5*F
in the temperature ranges used, was located at the bottom of the stack
of s aples and indicated the temperature through a Leeds and Norrop
potentiometer.

Adhesive $lig Preparation. A1p ation and i - The adhesive frits
sf-lected fr tensil-tesing were u in wter until all particles

were less than 00017" diameter. See Table I for mill formulations
The milled adhesive slip was adjusted to a specific gravity of approxi-
mately 1.6. Ideally a sl adh sves would have been sprayed at the same

specific gravity, but differences in viscosity prohibited this.

The adhesives were applied b sprayig a coat that was 0-0 to 0.006"
thick after drying, The coating was brushed from the edges of the speci-
men d the specimens loaded into the- fring holder so as to make a lap
contact area of 0.50 ln. sq. A dhromel-alume1 thermocouple was inserted
in the bottom of the holder. The pressurepad was placed on the stacked
specimens, and the entire unit pushed into the furnace. The lever arm
was lowered into place on the pressure pad and thus applied a predetermined
loading on the lap areas. The temperature was raised as rapidly as
possible to the desired temperature and then held for the time considered

necessary to cause the adhesive to flow and bond.

The honeycomb pauels were fired in a manner very similar to that em-loyed
for the lap shear tensle specimens.

- -- o ! .. . . ... .. .. .. . ...
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TT SP~IPiSA1 P0C flR: (Continued)

Shear e, In The five adhesives selected from the heated stage
microscope study, 8102, C-2, C&8, N-10 and C -il were Sp rayed on chemi-
cally cleaned pieces of 17-7 PH lap shear tensile specimens. Adhesives
8102, 0-2, C8 and Cm-b were sprayed on 10 pairs of metal, while the C-iwas sprayed on 5 pairs. The C2, ,C8 And C-iO samples were fired at two
temperatures, one near the meltiig temperature and the other about 2000?
higher. The 8102 and C-li samples were fired at 10500F. This is near
the melting temperature of the 8102 adhesive, and over the maximum tempera-
ture needed for the C"li adhesive.

Mill Additions to esve - Knowing some mill additions improve the
bonding of glss to metal, a few tests were Made with the addition of
various oxides to the adhesives being tested. ( 1 ) Four different
metal oxides were added to Adhesive 111 1067-1. These were a-maonium
molybdate, cobalt oxide, nickel oxide, and manganese oxide.

To Adhesives Ca2-1, C8-1, C-10-1, C-ll-l, And 8102-1 a l0e addition
of minus 325 mesh (minus 0.o07") m Fe2O3 was made. This new adhesivewas sprayed on chemicaly cleaned 17w7 PH samples as before.
Honeycomb Panels - Tabe v gives the construction, adhesive, and a ys
used in- the fabrication of the honeycomb pans. .

Sandbleating vs. Chemical C-ean! - In examining the pieces after
testingi appeared the adhesive bonded more uniformy to the chemical-ly cleaned sa-mles th the sandblasted ones. The adhesive was uniformly
divided between the pieces of the lap joint in the chemical cleaning butstuck to one side on the sandblasted pieces. There aso appears to be
a very definite correlation between a reddish color formed at the inter-face of the chemically cleaed pieces and the ultimate stre ngth Within
each group, in each temperature range, there is an increase in the Imp
shear tensile strengh as the _nensity of the reddish color increases.

Heated Stag Microscope This instrument revealed differences In
mlting t, zpeature between the various adhesive fits These are

shown in Figure 6. The information showed the melting and flowing
differences developed in the frits because of formulation changes.Frits C-3, C-4, and C-5, modifications of C-2, show litte change in
melting and flowing temperatures as nickel, silver, and copper
substituted for lithium.

Frit C-6, a modification of UI 1067, has a slightly lower melting ezmp-erture tn he U 1067 frit, but surface tension keeps the a4heqv
together to a much higher temperat before flowing.

|e -! . . . . . . . ...
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RESULTS:. (Conttinued)

Hesting g icOscp (cobtiffued)

F its C"7, C8, C-9, C-10 have zinc and barium introduced at the expense
of the sodium There was little change in the melting temperatures.
The 5% Z added in C-7 lowered the flowing temperature of the C-2 frit
approximately 180,6C.

Besides indicating melting and flowing temperatures, ifnfonmtion as to
effect of the adhesive on the metal was also learned by this study.
its U! 1067 and C-6 have a corrosive action on the metal at the metal-

adhesive inturface. The other ftits did not corrode.

From these frits, five were selected for further study. These were
8102, C4, C8, C-10 and C&li. The frit 8102 was selected because it
represented a g-lass with a knwn low fusion temperature. fit 0-2 was
selected as a simple compound with a moderate temperature requirement.
The modifications of c-2 Sound in C-8 and C-10 introduced zinc and barium,
as the oxides) respectively. These were melted into the glass to improve
the modulus of elastcity. (1) The lead-sodium-silicate frit in
formula C-i was; selected after a study of phase diajlm. (.12) The
85.20% lead, 10.9% boron, 4.6% silica blend has a low melting eutectic
at 473 0C.

Shear Testig - The shear values achieved by these adhesives at
room temperature a 8000F are given in Table III.

Mill Additions to Adhesives The results were not as favorabe as that
achieved by the- adhesive alone. See Table IV for listin of values.
The difference in values was not considered significant so no further
investigation was made. The tensile values obtained by the adhesives
with the Fe203 addition are shown in Table IV. Examples of the speci-
mens after testing are shown in Figure 7.

Honeycomb Panels - The results of the honeycomb panel bonding are shown

Some time was spent attempting to determine meta logr-phicaliy what type
of bonding existed between the honeycomb, adhesives, and skins. Some
bonding is believed to be affected _y the "key-ng" of the adhesive to
the chemic l y roughened surface of the metal s. There was some indica-
tion ef a diffusion zone between the adhesive and the metal, but this
was not definite. What other types of boad might exist €pnnot be
ascer-ained. Panels 7 and 10 - shown in Figure 8. The filler in
the bottom sample is a plastic added to aid in the metailographic
po..shing.

room 1 - -- ----- - - - ---- - -
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The simple ceramic adhesive developed by the University of Illinois gave the
best lap shear values at room Ud elvted teMperatures. The three component
ahesive M 1067-i gafe averAge lap Shear Values of 1350psi at room tewperao
ture and 3070 psi at 10000. 'The other three component adhesive C-2-i Vith-
stood A 970 psi room teMerature load and a 1305 psi load at 80°F.

The excellent high temperature strength of the 3Moi082 adhesive is worthy
of more Investigation. The literature indicates the foitlation as an

alkli-arimoro-phsphteglass. Spectrograhic anaysifs lists the
main constituents as Na, K, Li, B,. Sr, and Cd. j

!The fine values achieved by the Mt 1067-1 adhesive my be due to its corrosive
action on the metal. This corrosion My be 'tkeyiin" the aesive to provide
the strong bond achieved. B-ron, known to be corsive to steel, composes
'57% of the rw Oxide composition and may cause the corrosion. Frits C-6 and
C-.i contained 29% and 10.2% boron, but they did hot corrode the metal as did
the UI 1067 tfit.

Intially, the corro n by the u+i-067 frit was not considered desirable and
the formulation for the C-2 frit was selected. Idthium is a power fluxing
agent and along with sodium is able to lower the melting point of silica to
130F from approximately 32D°F. No ring of corrosion products is seen with
this adhesive or any of its Modifications.

The mill additions of cobalt, nickel and manganese oxides adversely affected
the strength of the UI 1067-1 adhesive. The 10% addition of minus 0.0017"
Fe203 to adhesives C-2-1, C-8-I, C-10-l, C-ll-l, and 3M-8102-1, had an adverse
affect on their strength. Whether this adverse affect would be continued
if the metaIs were introduced in another form, i+e., pure metals, is not
known.

The lap shear tensile values of the C2-1 adhesive -

room temperature 970 psi
a009F 1305 psi

are the best of the Convair-developed adhesives. These values are not as
good as the UI 1067 adhesive, perhaps b-cause the C-2 does not corrode the
metal as does the UI 1067. The values obtained are approximately those
first desired, 1000 psi from room tempenture to 800 F. These need to be
checked in creep, at rom and elevted temperatures, sub-zero temperatures,
and by other means.
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X41-10241 2 6 50 ps*
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FIGUR 8. HONEYCOM PA=ES BO N=DD WITH CERAMV~ ADHESIVES

MH 15-7 Mo SKINS PM~ COPE BONDED WITH ADHESIVE 3M-102-1.e
DONDOG PRESSURE 15 PSI, F-USING Th!EF(TR 1-150-P.

PH 15-7 MP, SKINS AND CORE BONDED WITH ADHEIVE C1-1-
BONINGPR55MR 15 KSI, FUSNjG TEATRE 1325 0F.

SIU~~~~~~~~~~ -lII- ---------.---- --
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LAPS1~.R UISLEVAIA- ACMEMBY -.VARI0 LAUNJ1HD

ftthod- o2f Clain DetngT Meture

800F 1000

Chmical 600 psi 3210 psi
1660 27.0

I= of3260

S bat.ng 880 psi 1.07 psi310 " 1020 "

1350 " 1400

Metal 17-7 PHAdhesive M 1067-1
Firing Te,. 175OF - ndig Matesure 50 psi
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Panel Firng

No. Aoy Ahesiv - Tmp. eut~

1 17.7 c-U-i 1150PF Failed to bond

217-7 C-II-i 115041 A heavy application
failed to bond

3 17-7 3F082- 1050 Filed to bond

4 17-7 3M-1 on skins 1125 Weakly bonded
Cam11-1 on core

5 17-7 c-0-i 1625 One skin failed by
"peei~ig force

6 15-7 Cu-i 150 Broke apart when sawed
in two

7 15-7 3W4-1082-1 11-25 Finm looking and feeling
bond

8 15-7 C-8-i 1350 Firm looking and feeling
bond

9 15-7 C-2- 1400 Firm looking, but broke
when pried with fingers

10 15-7 C-IO-i 1325 Firm looking and feeling
bond

onding pressure - 15 psi
Firin te - 5 Min., after recovery to

firIng temperature

II33 1.11, .. . ... . . ... . .. .. . . . .. . . .
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When appLving at enamel as ah adhesive in the heat treat process (40500F), a
low maturing temperature comoustion is required. Initial l-ap-ishear tensile
tests indiceated that fion-leaid copositione are superior.

A more detai-led review of the theories of glass- structure has been-presented-. (2)
The basic model is the silica, tetrahedxzon which Is linked in a random network
and can be changed structurally Iy the addition Of modifiers And Other inter-
tmediates a" network formers*

The practical applicationi of structural consideration is now presented for the
development of low melting glasses. (1) Enamels afe basically glsses with
minor additions for adherence Or prOcessing purpses. Changes in cozoposition
are governed by the following am- to decrease the A~

()Incdas the Cbygn Rti

The lowest o.Vygmn to silica ratio (2:1) occurs in s gls n cue
strongcontinuo ~ 3 i 'soal network. The addition of one acle of 14.20 to

tw~m oie Si0 ncreases the oxgnratio to 2.51 Rciles of chag -in
oxygei, ratio are as folov:

Sodium Oilicate plases Si 0 Ratio
__l 2 _-2:1

Ns,20. 28i02  2 5 2.5:1
14.20. BI 2  1 3 3:1
2Na20. iO2 1 4 4:1

N4, 2  COO 1802 4 10 2:5
20OCe.iO 3:1

Na2O.CaO.860 2  1 4 4.1

The oxygmen ratio of commercial soda-~lime glasses is between 2:21 and 2.5:1. A
ratio of 4:1 will not permit glass formation and 3:1 produces weak metsilicate
glasses. The modifiers, N4.20 or CaO, increase the oxygen ratio wa decrease the
welting pont At -Wav 3:1 oxygen ratio, devitrification occurs more
frequently.
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THEORY: (Continued)

(2)useNetOikPbnersof i6 -Valec

The use of phosphates (Pg05)glasWs former, also tetrahedral structure,
furnisnhes an oxygen ratio of 2.5:1 and corresponds to a sodium disilicate
glass In ratio. A phosphate glass of the lame Maturing po-int as a silicate
glass will contain, therefore, less modi fier (Ma20' etc.).

(3) Ueo aNto&~mrihIe ~~c

A B0 - glass exhibits a high thermal epa1nsion. When added to silicate
copoito (aout $1 percent) the expan sion is lowered by chatig

four fold coordination. Above 15 percent the B2 03 forms a weak triangular
structur-e and the expansion increases.

(J4)Ue*nvln ~iir

(a) Sip of moadfter - The replacement -of an Alkal I ionpwith one Of
smaller size,_ decreases the maturing point. This effect is explained. by the
more pronounced weakening of the bonds because of the closeness Of An ion of
higher positive potential.

Valency Li NA K Pb Cs

Radius .75 1 1.33 1.5 1.75

Potential Vazenc 1.33 1 0.75 0.66 0.57

T -his effect however, decreases with increase in alkali ion concentration and can
reverse@

(b) c~1xI ty - A mixture of size of ions exhibits a lower melting point
than the equvalent single ~ op~to. Teefc sw identical with
eutectic orli dus curves and is more pronounced below the working temperatures.

(5) Change Divalent, Mo~difiers

(a) liepreictin o mau__g point by the size of the ion is moe comple
because of the bond of the ioo to oxygen.

MW) h coplexity effect Is the same as for monovalent ions.
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TUORY:(Contintued)

(6) UoseIbovalent Anion (Halogen tons)

Fluorine can be used to replace part of the oxygen in Silicate, phosphate,

or borate glee.The increase 0-+-P ratio -lovers the maturing point.

'4 Hae o. 125-102 3 NAg0. 2 NaFF 612B10 2g

RAtib 2&-4/12: i1 Ratio 2i--5/1291l

The development Of lowV maturing glasses is at all1 tim~es limited by deyltrification,

immiscibility, volatility, and chemical instability.

APPICATON

A typical non-lead, low Maturing Composition Is as follows:-

0.20 I4.20 (.4417 A-12 03
0.-55 N&20 6.208 %--03
0.2D Na -F2  o.625 P905

Ionic- Formula

,0.140 Li 0.834 Al 5.75 0
0.5-1 Na 0.416 B .40 FP

1,250 P

Corrected Glass Forpers to Total 1.00

o.16 Li 0.33 Al1 2.30
0.70 Na 0.17 B .16 F

0.50 F 779
1.00

The 0 + F ration 9 .46

Other compositions are found with oxygen to former ratios rnging from 2.ll to
2.98i
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AtlUCg IO: (Continued)

Mwe following investigation vm comleted to illustrate prindiple. two andthree,
the use Of network tomue" of higher and lover valencies. Using constent net-
york Wdifiefs (to lower test runge) of a percentage no1ieflly employed, the per-
centages of P,. Al, and B Vwe vdfieida"s hom~ in Figure- 10, a nd batches formuated.
After melting, the frits were ground to pass a 100-mesh Screen and loaded in
the fusion blocks, as shown in Figure 9. Mhe blocks were plaed in an electric
furnace and the temperatuwe rised slowly Until the fits, softened, compacted amd

I the Viscosity decreased to a point that f-lov occurred. 'The temperature at which
the liquid reached the first Mark on the block Is recorded. AS the ituribg points
Tbe t±~e Of flow at constAnt tierattare between the remining mrks affrds
an indication of the viscosity of the glas. The results of the fusion block
tests are also shown in Figule 10.

We#. cosionu, Figure 11, wAere evaluated, hold-Ing the glass- i tformr Constant
and varying miodifier. Soi areas of 26V maturing compositions afe shown in the
above figures.

the above work Is presented as a method of aroc.Detailed work following
this method wil yield the low Maturing eamels desired subject to other phyaical
and chamical requremants.
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